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VEHICLE NAVIGATION SYSTEM
RELATED APPLICATIONS

sponding to road segments and attributes associated With the
links. The map data includes at least some links associ_ated
With a curvature attribute. A mean absolute curvature (K) is

[0001] This application claims priority of European Patent

stored for the curvature attr_ibute for corresponding links. The

Application Serial No. 10 175 871.2, ?led on Sep. 8, 2010,
titled VEHICLE NAVIGATION SYSTEM, Which applica
tion is incorporated in its entirety by reference in this appli

mean absolute curvature (K) may be determined from a nor

cation.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002]
[0003]

1. Field of the Invention
The invention relates to a vehicle navigation system,

and more particularly to systems having a database that stores

map data and methods for estimating energy consumption of
a vehicle for a link of a route.

[0004]
[0005]

2. RelatedArt
Navigation systems are used in vehicles to calculate

maliZed sum or integral of absolute curvature values along the

road segment corresponding to the link. The system includes
a processing unit con?gured to estimate an energy consump
tion of the vehicle for a link using the curvature attribute
retrieved from the database for the link.

[0010] Other devices, apparatus, systems, methods, fea
tures and advantages of the invention Will be or Will become
apparent to one With skill in the art upon examination of the

folloWing ?gures and detailed description. It is intended that
all such additional systems, methods, features and advantages
be included Within this description, be Within the scope of the

invention, and be protected by the accompanying claims.

a route from a present vehicle position to a predetermined

destination using map data. Navigation systems typically cal

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES

culate the fastest or the shortest route to the destination using

[0011] The invention may be better understood by refer
ence to the folloWing ?gures. The components in the ?gures
are not necessarily to scale, emphasis instead being placed
upon illustrating the principles of the invention. In the ?gures,

corresponding cost factors associated With the links of the
route. With the costs of energy (such as fuel, gas or electricity)
continuing to rise, it is desirable to reach the destination by a
route that minimiZes the energy consumption.
[0006] The determination of an energy e?icient route may
involve the use of static parameters, such as parameters asso
ciated With a speed category or a road siZe, and dynamic

parameters, such as the driving behaviour of the driver of the

vehicle. The static and dynamic parameters may be used to
indicate characteristics of a link corresponding to a road

segment. Although the use of these parameters may provide a

good approximation of the energy consumption for a given
route, it Would be desirable to further improve the accuracy
With Which energy consumption is estimated.
[0007] Advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS) may
also be used to provide assistance to the driver of the vehicle.
ADAS systems acquire information about the current driving
situation or the vehicle’s surroundings using sensors. The
information is evaluated in order to control various systems or

components of the vehicle (such as for example the electronic
stability program, or ESP, and the anti-lock brake system, or
ABS) or to provide feedback to the driver. Modern assistance

like reference numerals designate corresponding parts
throughout the different vieWs.
[0012]

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an example of a navi

gation system.
[0013] FIG. 2 is a block diagram of an example ofa map
database that may be used in the example system in FIG. 1.
[0014] FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram illustrating an
example determination of a curvature attribute.
[0015] FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram illustrating an
example determination of a rolling resistance attribute and a

grade resistance attribute.
[0016] FIG. 5 is a ?owchart illustrating an example method
for determining cost factors for links in map data.
[0017] FIG. 6 is a ?owchart illustrating operation of an
example method for determining a route based on energy

e?iciency factors.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

systems may combine the use of information retrieved from

[0018]

sensors With static parameters obtained from a database of a

gation system 100. The navigation system 100 includes a
processing unit 101 con?gured to control the operation of the
navigation system 100 according to control instructions

navigation system. Such static parameters are generally
stored in an ADAS attribute layer of the navigation database.

This layer generally corresponds to the loWest map data layer
(layer 13), Which includes the data generally associated With
the shape points of links provided at the loWest layer. In order
to retrieve this data, additional access to the ADAS layer is
required, resulting in sloW access times. The data is associ

ated With shape points and used for a higher level route
determination, Which uses higher layer links. The use of the

ADAS layer data for navigation purposes is thus generally
dif?cult and costly in terms of computing time and computing
poWer. Accordingly, the use of the ADAS layer data for route
determination in a navigation system is at least associated
With a number of draWbacks.

[0008]

Accordingly, there is a need for improvements in the

determination of an energy e?icient route.

SUMMARY

[0009]

A vehicle navigation system having a database con

?gured to store map data. The database includes links corre

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an example of a navi

stored in memory 102. The processing unit 101 may be a
central processing unit, for example, in the form of one or

more microprocessors, digital signal processors or applica
tion-speci?c integrated circuits. The memory 102 may be of
any suitable memory type, such as random access memory
(“RAM”), ?ash memory or a hard drive. The memory 102
may also include removable storage devices such as a com

pact disc (CD), a DVD, a memory card or other similar type
of device.
[0019] The processing unit 101 includes an interface to a
position sensor 104 adapted to determine the current position

of the vehicle in Which navigation system 100 is located. The
position sensor 104 may be any suitable position sensor, such
as for example, a GPS (Global Positioning System) sensor, a
Galileo sensor, a position sensor based on mobile telecom
munication netWorks and other sensors.

[0020] The navigation system 100 includes a user interface
105 that may include a display and control elements, such as
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keys, buttons, rotary knobs and rotary/push knobs provided
on a faceplate of the navigation device 100 or in any other

suitable location inside the vehicle. The processing unit 101
may obtain information from other vehicle systems. For
example, the current vehicle status information may be
obtained via a vehicle interface 1 06. The vehicle interface 1 06

may include, for example, a CAN (controller area netWork)
interface or a MOST (Media Oriented Systems Transport)
interface. Information relating to the driving behavior of the
driver of the vehicle, the current user of the vehicle, current

operation conditions of the engine, current energy levels

[0024] The curvature attribute 206 is provided to store an
absolute mean curvature K of the road segment corresponding
to a link associated With the attribute. The mean absolute
curvature for the road segment may be determined as illus
trated in FIG. 3. FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram illustrating an
example determination of a curvature attribute. FIG. 3 depicts
a link 300 that corresponds to a road segment 310 starting at
point s:0 and ending at point sIL, Where L is the length of the
road segment. The road segment 310 has different curvatures
along its course, Which can be de?ned at each point s along the
course as:

(such as for example, the status of batteries or the level of fuel
in the fuel tank), and other similar information may be

obtained by the processing unit 101 via the vehicle interface
106.

[0021] The memory 102 may include a database 103 hav
ing map data. The database 103 may be referred to as a
navigation database or a map database in this speci?cation.
The database 103 may be stored in a storage system or device,
such as a hard drive or a ?ash memory, or on a CD or DVD, or

on other storage devices. The map database 103 may include
a data representation of a road netWork of a particular region.

[0025] In order to determine a curvature value for the entire
link 300, the absolute values of curvature K may be integrated
along the course of the road segment or, When provided in
discrete form, can be summed up and normalized With the
length of the road segment 310. The mean absolute curvature
H3— may be calculated as folloWs:

The representation may include nodes representing points on
a map, such as cities or other settlements, intersections, high

Way entrances or exits, or points placed along roads. The map
database 103 may also include links betWeen these nodes,
Where a link corresponds to a road segment betWeen tWo

nodes. The links may be provided for different layers corre
sponding to different map scales. As an example, at a loWer

layer, a link may be provided betWeen tWo neighbouring
highWay entrances, Whereas at a higher layer a link may be

provided betWeen tWo adjacent settlements.
[0022] FIG. 2 is a block diagram of an example ofa map
database 103 that may be used in the example system 100 in
FIG. 1. The map database 103 includes a route building block
202 and an advanced driver assistance system (ADAS)
attribute layer 204. The route building block 202 includes
static parameters, Which are directly associated With a link of
the map data of database 103. The static parameters stored in
the route building block 202 may include, for example, a

functional road class, traf?c control system parameters (such
as tra?ic lights, right of Way, speed restrictions and other
similarparameters), a speed category or average speed for the
link, and other static parameters. In an example implementa
tion, the functional road class and average speed parameters
may be ?xed route building block (RBB) attributes, and the
tra?ic control system information may be a ?exible RBB
attribute.
[0023] The route building block 202 may include a curva
ture attribute 206, a rolling resistance attribute 208 and a
grade resistance attribute 210 in addition to other attributes.
Each of a plurality of links of the map data may be associated
With a value of each of the attributes. If no attribute value is
provided for a link, a default value may be used. Attribute
values may also be stored only for the links for Which they are
provided. When determining a cost factor or energy con

sumption for the link, the database 103 may be queried for the
availability of the attribute for the link. If the attribute is not
available, the contribution to the cost factor corresponding to
the attribute is neglected. A more compact database may be

[0026] The integration may be performed numerically. In
particular, the curvature values may be provided at discrete

points along the road segment 310. The road segment 310
may for example be described With discrete points placed
along or in proximity to the road segment, and for each of
these points, a curvature value can be provided. The mean
absolute curvature for the link 300 may then be calculated as
a mean of the absolute curvatures provided at each discrete

point.
[0027]

It is also possible to Weight the curvature values in

the integral or sum When determining the mean absolute
curvature, W . When integrating, the Weighting factor may be
a continuous function Which may itself depend on curvature.
High curvatures may have a disproportional in?uence on the

energy consumption and can accordingly be Weighted more
heavily than loWer curvatures. If the mean absolute curvature
is determined from discrete curvature values, the function can

be used to determine corresponding discrete Weighting fac
tors, Which may again Weight higher curvatures more
strongly than loWer curvatures.
[0028]

When determining a route from a starting point to a

destination, cost factors are generally provided for the links of
the map and the route having the loWest total cost for reaching
the destination is selected. The mean absolute curvature can
be used for determining a cost factor for a link. It can also be

used to estimate the energy required for travelling along the
link. The additional required energy AR is generally propor
tional to the mean absolute curvature H§— . For determining the

additional energy AB required due to the curvature, a simple
model may be implemented using a vehicle-speci?c curva
ture coe?icient cc, Which may be stored in memory 102. The
additional fuel consumption may then be determined as:

achieved When links have attributes only When speci?cally
provided attribute values since space is not allocated for

[0029]

empty or default attribute values.

more complex model may for example consider an estimate

More complex models may also be employed. A
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of the velocity of the vehicle While on the link, Which may be
a factor in a change in additional energy consumption due to
curvature. Other factors include the braking of the vehicle that
may be deemed likely in order to maintain vehicle control
betWeen curves in different directions such as, for example, a
curve to the left going over into a curve to the right. Such

braking may result in increased energy usage. The increased
energy usage may be factored into the analysis in either the
mean absolute curvature, W , using for example a corre

[0034]

The attributes, curvature attribute 206, rolling resis

tance attribute 208 and the grade resistance attribute 210, may
be associated With a single link as shoWn in map database 103
in FIG. 2 Where the link has curvature and incline/decline

characteristics. A link having only curvature characteristics
may include only curvature attributes 206 of the three. Simi

larly, a link having only incline/decline characteristics may
include only the rolling resistance attribute 208 and the grade
resistance attribute and 210, of the three.

sponding Weighting factor, or in the model for determining

[0035]

the energy consumption for the link. Storing the mean abso
lute curvature to correspond to the link provides one value for
the link. The additional energy consumption may then be
determined directly from this one value.
[0030] The route building block section 202 shoWn in FIG.
2 also includes a rolling resistance attribute 208 and a grade
resistance attribute 210 for links having uphill and/or doWn
hill sections. FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram illustrating an
example for determining a rolling resistance attribute and a
grade resistance attribute. FIG. 4 depicts a link 400 starting at
a node s:0 and ending at a node sIL. The corresponding road

in for example, g(6(s)):l, or is vehicle independent, then
equation 5 may not accurately yield the desired results. For
example, a link may have the starting point and the end point

segment has uphill and doWnhill sections With corresponding
angles of elevation 6 along its course. If the vehicle 402 is

If the Weighting factor is chosen to be a constant, as

at the same elevation, yet include sections in-betWeen that are

at a higher or loWer elevation. Referring to equation 5, the
integral over sin (6) may yield a value of Zero despite the
consumption of additional energy While on the incline and
decline portions of the link. Such a result Would only be valid

if the vehicle regains all energy consumed during uphill driv
ing When driving doWnhill, Which is clearly not possible, at
least for gasoline poWered vehicles. Some vehicles, such as
vehicles equipped With conventional combustion engines,
consume energy When driving uphill and doWnhill, While

travelling along an uphill road section, the force FR normal to

other vehicle, such as hybrid vehicles or electric vehicles,

the road decreases, While at the same time the vehicle expe
riences a grade resistance FG as illustrated by the arroWs.
Force G is the gravitational force G:m~g, Where m is the mass

may regain part of the consumed energy When travelling
doWnhill.
[0036] With a constant or vehicle independent Weighting

of the vehicle and g is the gravitational acceleration. The

factor, tWo values may be provided in the grade resistance

rolling resistance of the vehicle is generally proportional to
the normal force PR. The additional energy consumption AB

attribute. For example, the term gsm+ may be de?ned as the
sum or integral over the length of the link over the sine of all

due to the incline of the road may be expressed as:

positive angles of elevations. The term gSl-n_ may also be
de?ned as the sum or integral over the sine of all negative

[0031] A rolling resistance coe?icient cR and the grade
resistance coe?icient cG may be de?ned for the vehicle. The
additional fuel consumption may be expressed as:
[0032]

The cR and c6 are generally vehicle-dependent. The

Weighting factors f(6(s)) and g(6(s)) are not vehicle-depen
dent, but can be made to be vehicle-independent. The Weight
ing coef?cients f(6(s)) and g(6(s)) may also be based on the
type of vehicle. The performance of the vehicle With regards
to energy consumption When travelling uphill or doWnhill

may be modelled by using these Weighting coe?icients, f(6
(s)) and g(6(s)). As shoWn in FIG. 4, the cos 6 corresponds to
the ratio of the normal force to the gravitational force,
Whereas the sin 6 corresponds to the ratio of the grade resis
tance to the gravitational force. The gravitational force, Which
is vehicle-speci?c (GImg), is accounted for in the vehicle

speci?c coef?cients in equation 5.
[0033]

From the above equation, a rolling resistance

attribute and a grade resistance attribute may be determined

from equations 6 and 7, respectively:

angles of elevation. The uphill and doWnhill sections of the
link may thus be considered separately When estimating the
additional energy consumption for the link on the basis of the

grade resistance attribute. For a combustion engine poWered
vehicle, a larger cG may be used for determining AB from
gSl-m, While a negative and smaller coe?icient cG may be used

for determining AB from gSl-n_ (doWnhill sections). The model
accounts for fuel consumption both on uphill and doWnhill
sections. For hybrid or electric vehicles, the coe?icient cG for
the doWnhill sections gsin_ may be positive and smaller, cor
responding to a generated fraction of the energy.

[0037] Other Ways of determining the grade resistance
attribute gs,” may also be used. For example, the Weighting
factor g(6(s)) may be a triangular function having Weighting
for the sine term in accordance With the type of vehicle used.

It is also possible to provide a vehicle-speci?c g(6(s)) that
precisely models the additional energy consumption or

regained energy When driving uphill or doWnhill, respec
tively. In such applications, the map database 103 may be
provided as a vehicle-speci?c map database.
[0038] It is noted that the attribute values may be either
calculated by integration if the angle 6 is provided as a con
tinuous function of the distance s over the link, or by summa

tion if discrete values of 6 are provided at discrete points s

These rolling resistance attribute 208 and the grade resistance

along the road segment. The angle 6(s) may for example be
the angle of elevation provided at particular discrete points

attribute and 210 as shoWn in FIG. 2 may be stored in the map

along the road segment. When using a discrete sum, corre

database 103 associated With a link as a data element or

sponding Weighting factors may be determined by using the

sub-element of a data structure de?ning the link, or via some

discrete values for 6 (s) in the Weighting factor functions

other form of association available via the map database 103.

g(5(S)) and f(5(5))

The attributes 208, 210 may also be made vehicle-indepen
dent.

tion may be con?gured as folloWs. For some of the links of the

[0039]

The map database 103 in an example implementa
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map data, information relating to curvature and angles of
elevation may be available, for example by association With
discrete points or shape points. The information may also be

The term Lhl-gher/lower Jaye, is the link length of the higher/
loWer layer link. The term x” is the respective attribute:

provided by a data source, such as for example, a map data

If the grade resistance attribute includes values for positive
and negative angles of elevation, the term x” becomes the

provider or publisher. For the links having such information
available, the corresponding attributes, curvature attribute
206, rolling resistance attribute 208 and the grade resistance

respective attribute:

attribute 210, may be determined as described above. The
determined attributes may then be stored as associated With
the corresponding link in a route building block such as, for

[0044] Determining an attribute for a higher layer link is
thus simpli?ed, Which may result in performance enhance

example, the route building block 202 of the database 103 in
FIG. 2. If the information for determining one or more of
these attributes is not available for a link, then a default value

may be stored for the respective attribute for the link in the
database 103. The attributes may then be stored as ?exible

attributes, enabling the use of default values and, if enabled,
later modi?cation. The attributes may also be de?ned as

optional in a record for links in the database. This precludes
the need to use an attribute placeholder that may be empty for

ment. Higher layer links quite frequently correspond to road
segments having a number of curves in both directions and

having uphill and doWnhill sections. Using the attributes x”
for estimating energy consumption for the link simpli?es the
process.

[0045]

In another example implementation, the attributes

x” may be stored for the links of each layer. This Would
require more storage space, but may preclude the need for an
abstraction of the attributes from loWer to higher layers.

[0046]

The processing unit 101 of vehicle navigation sys

the majority of the links, and storage space may be saved.
Alternatively, the attributes may be stored as part of the link
class for the respective link. The attributes are then present in

tem 100 may retrieve the attributes mentioned above from the
map database 103 and use these attributes for different pur

every link element.
[0040] If a link corresponds to a road segment Which has
both a steep incline and high curvatures in both directions, for
example, the determination of an estimate of the energy con
sumption based on the attributes described above may not be
as precise as desired. The database may then be con?gured to
include links that may be split up into link segments, each

determination of an estimate of the energy consumption for a
particular link. This may be used to estimate the total energy
consumption required for travelling a particular route, or to
estimate the remaining distance that can be traveled With the
energy reserves available in the vehicle. The processing unit
101 may also retrieve the current charging status of batteries

having a predetermined siZe. The link segments Will have

poses. For example, the attributes may be used to improve the

of the vehicle or the current fuel level in the tank of a vehicle
via the vehicle interface 106 in FIG. 1.

feWer curves, or feWer uphill/doWnhill sections. For each of

[0047]

the link segments, the curvature, rolling resistance and/or

energy consumption for the link in order to determine a cost
factor for the link. The processing unit 101 may use such cost
factors to determine a route from a starting point to a desti

drag resistance attributes may be determined as described
above With respect to the full links. The link segments may be
stored in the database as an individual link having the attribute

The processing unit 101 may also estimate the

(s) determined for the respective link segment associated With

nation that minimiZes the required energy consumption.
Route determination may be performed using any suitable

it. These neW and smaller links and their attributes may then
be considered in determining a route or the estimation of an

method knoWn in the art. For example, route determination
may involve the use of algorithms such as the A* or Dijkstra

energy consumption.
[0041]

search algorithm.

Storing the attributes in the route building block 202

in FIG. 2 provides access to the attributes together With other
attributes for the link When the link is retrieved from the
database. For example, this access to the attributes precludes
the need to extract road segment properties stored in associa

tion With shape points in the ADAS attribute layer 204 and
then use the properties in further calculations. The access to

the attributes in the route building block 202 may thus result

in increased processing speed.
[0042] The attributes, curvature attribute 206, rolling resis
tance attribute 208 and the grade resistance attribute 21 0, may
be stored in association With the links of the loWest layer of
the map data, such as for example layer 13. The attributes may

then be easily abstracted from loWer layers to higher layers

using the folloWing equation:

[0048] FIG. 5 is a ?owchart illustrating an example method
for determining cost factors for links in map data and for
determining a route. As shoWn in FIG. 5, a cost model based

on energy consumption is applied at functional block 502.
The cost model may use:

[0049]
[0050]

M

(3)

xhigherlayer : [MW
[0043] The number M is the number of loWer layer links
that are summarized into the corresponding higher layer link.

2. vehicle parameters, such as the speci?c fuel

consumption, the gear ratios used, the engine type and
fuel type;
[0051] 3. coef?cients such as the drag coef?cient c W, and
the above mentioned curvature coef?cient cc; and

[0052]

4. parameters based on the vehicle Weight, such

as the rolling resistance coef?cient cR and the grade
resistance coef?cient cG.

[0053]
Z (x. mm W.

1. dynamic parameters, such as the vehicle veloc

ity and the driving behavior;

The static parameters provided by the map database

103 may also be used for determining the cost for a particular
link With the cost model. Such static parameters may include:
[0054] l. the functional route class,

[0055] 2. tra?ic control system related parameters such
as tra?ic lights, right of Way, speed restrictions and other
similar parameters,

[0056]
[0057]

3. speed category and
4. average speed parameters for the link.
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[0058] The grade resistance attribute and the curvature
attribute may also be used in the cost model for estimating the
energy consumption/cost of the link.
[0059] FIG. 6 is a ?owchart illustrating operation of an
example method for determining a route based on energy
ef?ciency factors. The method illustrated in FIG. 6 may be

or process steps described in connection With FIGS. 1-6 may

be performed by hardWare and/ or softWare. If the process is

performed by softWare, the softWare may reside in softWare
memory (not shoWn) in a suitable electronic processing com
ponent or system such as, one or more of the functional

components or modules schematically depicted in FIGS. 1-6.

performed using the system shoWn in FIG. 1. The example

The softWare in softWare memory may include an ordered

method may be started as a function performed in determin
ing a route When a driver has entered a starting and destination

listing of executable instructions for implementing logical
functions (that is, “logic” that may be implemented either in

location. In determining a route, the system analyses road
segments and the links that make up the road segments. The

digital form such as digital circuitry or source code or in
analog form such as analog circuitry or an analog source such

system may begin by determining the links to be analysed for
alternative routes, or for a single route.

an analog electrical, sound or video signal), and may selec
tively be embodied in any computer-readable medium for use

[0060] In step 602, the data corresponding to a link in a road
segment is retrieved from the map database 103 (in FIG. 1). In

by or in connection With an instruction execution system,
apparatus, or device, such as a computer-based system, pro

step 604, the attributes for the link are retrieved from the map
database. The link may contain attributes that include the

cessor-containing system, or other system that may selec
tively fetch the instructions from the instruction execution

curvature attribute, the rolling resistance attribute and the

system, apparatus, or device and execute the instructions. In
the context of this disclosure, a “computer-readable medium”

grade resistance attribute. The vehicle parameters cc, cR and
c6 may also be retrieved as indicated in step 606. These
parameters may also be stored in memory 102, or they may be

is any means that may contain, store or communicate the
program for use by or in connection With the instruction

obtained from other vehicle systems, via vehicle interface

execution system, apparatus, or device. The computer read

106 for example. An energy consumption (or cost factor) is

able medium may selectively be, for example, but is not

determined for the link in step 608 for each of the different

limited to, an electronic, magnetic, optical, electromagnetic,

energy consumption factors (slope, curvature, rolling resis
tance, aerodynamic drag, for example) relevant to the link. In

infrared, or semiconductor system, apparatus or device. More

some instances, only the most important contributions may be
considered, such as for example, grade resistance When trav
elling up a hill. In other implementations, all contributions
may be considered. The energy consumption may be deter

mined for example using equations 3, 4, and 5, or derivations
thereof. In step 610, the total energy consumption or cost
factor is determined for the link from all contributions or from
the selected contributions.
[0061] The above steps 602-610 is repeated at step 612 for
the remaining links, so that total cost factors are available for
all links relevant to the route determination. It is noted that for
some links, not all attributes are provided in the map database
and that accordingly, the corresponding factors are either

speci?c examples, but nonetheless a non-exhaustive list, of
computer-readable media Would include the folloWing: a por
table computer diskette (magnetic), a RAM (electronic), a
read-only memory “ROM” (electronic), an erasable pro gram

mable read-only memory (EPROM or Flash memory) (elec
tronic) and a portable compact disc read-only memory
“CDROM” (optical). Note that the computer-readable
medium may even be paper or another suitable medium upon
Which the program is printed, as the program can be electroni

cally captured, via for instance optical scanning of the paper
or other medium, then compiled, interpreted or otherWise
processed in a suitable manner if necessary, and then stored in
a computer memory.

[0065] The foregoing description of implementations has

neglected or default values are used. An energy e?icient route

been presented for purposes of illustration and description. It

can be determined in step 614 using the links associated With
the total cost factors.

is not exhaustive and does not limit the claimed inventions to
the precise form disclosed. Modi?cations and variations are

[0062]

possible in light of the above description or may be acquired
from practicing the invention. The claims and their equiva

Referring back to FIG. 5, the energy consumption

and route calculation are illustrated in functional block 504.

When the driver is travelling along the determined energy
e?icient route, the navigation system may monitor the real
driving conditions energy and consumption as illustrated in

lents de?ne the scope of the invention.

What is claimed is:

1. A vehicle navigation system, comprising:

functional block 506. This can be compared With the pre
dicted energy consumption, and feedback can be provided for
the cost model. As an example, Weighting factors of the cost

a database con?gured to store map data having links cor

model may be adjusted. On the other hand, it is also possible
to adjust vehicle parameters, such as the speci?c consump
tion, or dynamic parameters, such as the driving behaviour.
[0063] With these measures, energy consumption for par
ticular links can be precisely calculated, and accordingly, the

curvature (Hf— ) stored for the curvature attribute for cor

responding to road segments and attributes associated
With the links, the map data having at least some links
associated With a curvature attribute and a mean ab solute

responding links, the mean absolute curvature (W)
being determined from a normalized sum or integral of
absolute curvature values along the road segment corre

determination of an energy e?icient route may be improved.
It is noted that it is not necessary to calculate the energy

sponding to the link;

consumption in actual physical terms, that is, for example in

a processing unit con?gured to estimate an energy con

liters of fuel for a particular link, or ampere hours of electrical
energy for a particular link. It is suf?cient to provide a value

sumption of the vehicle for a link using the curvature
attribute retrieved from the database for the link.
2. The vehicle navigation system of claim 1, Where the sum

proportional and representative of the energy consumption,
Which can be used as a cost factor.

or the integral are a Weighted sum or a Weighted integral in

[0064]

Which the curvature values are Weighted by a Weighting fac

It Will be understood, and is appreciated by persons

skilled in the art, that one or more processes, sub-processes,

tor.
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3. The vehicle navigation system of claim 2 Where the
Weighting factor depends on the respective curvature value.
4. The vehicle navigation system of claim 2, Where the
Weighting factor is con?gured to consider the in?uence of the
curvature on energy consumption.

5. The vehicle navigation system of claim 1, Where the
processing unit is con?gured to use a model Which deter
mines an additional energy consumption (AB) for the link

caused by the curvatures along the corresponding road seg

estimating an energy consumption of the vehicle for the
link using the retrieved curvature attribute.
14. A method of estimating an energy consumption of a
vehicle for a link of a route, the method comprising:
retrieving at least one link corresponding to a road segment
from a database of map data;
retrieving at least one of a rolling resistance attribute and a

grade resistance attribute associated With the retrieved
link from the database, the rolling resistance attribute for

ment from the absolute mean curvature attribute associated

a link storing a value (gcos) proportional to a sum or an

With the link.

integral over the cosine of the angles of elevation along
the road segment, the grade resistance attribute for a link

6. A vehicle navigation system, comprising:
a database con?gured to store map data having links cor

responding to road segments and attributes associated
With the links, the map data having at least some links
associated With a rolling resistance attribute and a grade
resistance attribute, the rolling resistance attribute for a
link having a rolling resistance attribute value (gcos)
proportional to a sum or an integral over the cosine of the

angles of elevation (6) along the road segment, the grade
resistance attribute for a link having a grade resistance
attribute value (gm) proportional to a sum or an integral

over the sine of the angles of elevation (6) along the road

segment;
a processing unit con?gured to estimate an energy con

sumption of the vehicle for a link using at least one of the

rolling resistance attribute and the grade resistance
attribute retrieved from the database for the link.

7. The vehicle navigation system of claim 6, Where the sum
or integral are a Weighted sum or a Weighted integral, respec

tively, in Which the cosine or sine are Weighted With a Weight

ing factor depending on the angle of elevation (6).
8. The vehicle navigation system of claim 7, Where the
Weighting factor for at least the grade resistance attribute is
such that the sine is Weighted With a positive value if the angle
of elevation is positive and With a negative value if the angle
of elevation is negative.
9. The vehicle navigation system of claim 7, Where the
Weighting factor for at least the grade resistance attribute is
determined by a triangular function depending on the angle of

elevation (6).
10. The vehicle navigation system of claim 6, Where the
Weighting factor for at least the grade resistance attribute is a
vehicle speci?c Weighting factor depending on the properties
of the vehicle and the angle of elevation (6).
11. The vehicle navigation system of claim 6, Where the
grade resistance attribute includes a ?rst value (g sin+) pro
portional to a sum or an integral over the sine of the positive

angles of elevation along the road segment and a second value
(g sin—) proportional to a sum or an integral over the sine of

the negative angles of elevation along the road segment.
12. The vehicle navigation system of claim 6, Where the
attribute is stored in a route building block of the database.
13. A method of estimating an energy consumption of a
vehicle for a link of a route, the method comprising:
retrieving at least one link corresponding to a road segment
from a database of map data;
retrieving a curvature attribute associated With the
retrieved link from the database, the curvature attribute
for the link storing a mean absolute curvature (W )
determined from a normaliZed sum or integral of abso

lute curvature values along the road segment corre

sponding to the link; and

storing a value (gsin) proportional to a sum or an integral

over the sine of the angles of elevation along the road

segment; and
estimating an energy consumption of the vehicle for the
link using the retrieved rolling resistance attribute or

grade resistance attribute.
15. A vehicle navigation system comprising:
a processing unit;
a database of map data having links corresponding to road
segments and attributes associated With the links, the
map data having at least some links associated With a

curvature attribute; and
a memory for storing softWare components con?gured to

perform, When executed by the processor, the folloWing:
retrieving at least one link corresponding to a road seg
ment from the database of map data;
retrieving a curvature attribute associated With the

retrieved link from the database, the curvature
attribute for the link storing a mean absolute curvature

(W ) determined from a normalized sum or integral of
ab solute curvature values along the road segment cor

responding to the link; and
estimating an energy consumption of the vehicle for the
link using the retrieved curvature attribute.

16. A vehicle navigation system comprising:
a processing unit;
a database of map data having links corresponding to road
segments and attributes associated With the links, the
map data having at least some links associated With a

rolling resistance attribute and a grade resistance

attribute; and
a memory for storing softWare components con?gured to

perform, When executed by the processor, the folloWing:
retrieving at least one link corresponding to a road seg
ment from the database of map data;
retrieving at least one of a rolling resistance attribute and
a grade resistance attribute associated With the

retrieved link from the database, the rolling resistance
attribute for a link storing a value (gcos) proportional
to a sum or an integral over the cosine of the angles of

elevation along the road segment, the grade resistance
attribute for a link storing a value (gSl-n) proportional to
a sum or an integral over the sine of the angles of

elevation along the road segment; and
estimating an energy consumption of the vehicle for the
link using the retrieved rolling resistance attribute or

grade resistance attribute.
17. A computer-readable storage medium having computer
programs con?gured to perform, When executed by a proces
sor, the folloWing:
retrieving at least one link corresponding to a road segment

from the database of map data having links correspond
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ing to road segments and attributes associated With the
links, the map data having at least some links associated
With a curvature attribute;
retrieving a curvature attribute associated With the
retrieved link from the database, the curvature attribute
for the link storing a mean absolute curvature (F )
determined from a normalized sum or integral of abso

lute curvature values along the road segment corre

sponding to the link; and
estimating an energy consumption of the vehicle for the
link using the retrieved curvature attribute.

18. A computer-readable storage medium having computer
programs con?gured to perform, When executed by a proces
sor, the following:
retrieving at least one link corresponding to a road segment
from a database of map data having links corresponding
to road segments and attributes associated With the links,
the map data having at least some links associated With
a rolling resistance attribute and a grade resistance

attribute;

determining a mean absolute curvature for the link by
determining a normalized sum or integral of the ab solute

curvature values along the road segment corresponding
to the link; and
storing the mean absolute curvature as a curvature attribute

in association With the link in the database.

20. The method of claim 19, further comprising:
splitting the link into link segments;
determining for each of the link segments the curvature,

rolling resistance and/or drag resistance attribute; and
storing the link segments in the database in association
With the attribute determined for the respective link seg
ment.

21. A method of generating a database comprising map
data for a navigation system, the method comprising:
for a link of the map data, retrieving angles of elevation
giving information on the incline along a road segment

corresponding to the link;
determining a ?rst value proportional to a sum or an inte

retrieving at least one of a rolling resistance attribute and a

gral over the cosine of the angles of elevation along the

grade resistance attribute associated With the retrieved
link from the database, the rolling resistance attribute for

road segment and a second value proportional to a sum
or an integral over the sine of the angles of elevation

a link storing a value (gcos) proportional to a sum or an

along the road segment; and

integral over the cosine of the angles of elevation along
the road segment, the grade resistance attribute for a link

storing the ?rst value as a rolling resistance attribute and

storing a value (gm) proportional to a sum or an integral

ciation With the link.
22. The method of any of claim 21, further comprising:

over the sine of the angles of elevation along the road

segment; and
estimating an energy consumption of the vehicle for the
link using the retrieved rolling resistance attribute or

grade resistance attribute.
19. A method of generating a database comprising map
data for a navigation system, the method comprising:
for a link of the map data, retrieving curvature values
giving information on the curvature along a road seg
ment corresponding to the link;

the second value as a grade resistance attribute in asso

splitting the link into link segments;
determining for each of the link segments the curvature,

rolling resistance and/or drag resistance attribute; and
storing the link segments in the database in association
With the attribute determined for the respective link

segment.

